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Conceived by Ryder Ripps, ALONE TOGETHER is a site-specific exhibition for Red Bull 
Studios New York. As both sculpture and performance, ALONE TOGETHER acts as a microcosm 
of the Internet, suggesting the following paradox – the more connected we are online, the 
more physically withdrawn we become.  
 
ALONE TOGETHER exaggerates the relationship between the content creator and content 
consumer, illuminating the physical solitude of virtual relationships. This dynamic is 
physically reinforced by the sculptures’ divided orientation between the upper and lower 
floors of the space. The upstairs replicates the solitary voyeurism found in the online 
viewing experience while the downstairs performance enacts the corporal aspects of a 
network. Viewers are confronted by six performers/users – whose collective digital output 
is harnessed and fed into a singular, frenzied tableau– a representation of the voracious 
social feed. Exhibition goers become voyeurs, surveilling the performative Internet 
experience encased below. Just steps away are six self-mediated video interviews that 
serve as introductions to each performer/user, drawing back the curtain of content and 
addressing the dichotomy between our representation and corporal self. 



Upstairs viewing box – a 
reimagined version of 
Duchamp's Étant Donnés for 
the internet age. The 
content comes from 6 users 
in a sculpture downstairs. 
This is a representation the 
feed.



Viewers peer into two 
eyeholes.



The sculpture has a mirrored 
surface, viewers see 
themselves as they approach.



Inside is a kaleidoscopic 
frenzy of images – being 
pipped in real-time.



Complete with a like button 
on the sculptures surface, 
when pushed a light 
downstairs notifies the 
user-performers downstairs.



A 70' foot cable connects 
the two sculptures.



6 user-performers are 
located in the sculpture 
bellow. They were sourced 
from craigslist, where they 
responded to an ad with the 
title "Do you want to get 
paid to use the internet as 
art?" and selected through 
their dynamic – each 
representing a unique aspect 
of internet use.









The exhibitions wall text 
is the default lorim ipsum 
text with keywords 
interspersed, because thats 
how we read now in the 
feed.



The exhibitions catalogue 
takes form as a bandana.



Invite sent out for the 
opening.



Custom leather embroidered 
varsity jacket created for 
exhibition. Edition of 5. 
Features iconography found 
within the sculpture.



Photo of artist on the 
steps of the upstairs 
sculpture. 
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New York Times - "Ryder Ripps on Putting Virtual Reality Into a 

Box" - http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/02/27/ryder-ripps-on-

putting-virtual-reality-into-a-box/ 

!
i-D Magazine - "how ryder ripps is #making the internet" - https://

i-d.vice.com/en_gb/article/how-ryder-ripps-is-making-the-internet 

!
The Source  - "Artist Ryder Ripps Unveils ‘Alone Together’ Exhibition 

At Red Bull Studios" - http://thesource.com/2015/03/01/artist-ryder-

ripps-unveils-alone-together-exhibition-at-red-bull-studios/http://

thesource.com/2015/03/01/artist-ryder-ripps-unveils-alone-together-

exhibition-at-red-bull-studios/ 

!
Complex Magazine - "URL to IRL: Controversial Artist Ryder Ripps 

Captures the Struggle of Existing on the Internet" - http://

www.complex.com/style/2015/03/ryder-ripps-redeems-himself-with-

alone-together-art-exhibition-nyc 

!
GOOD Magazine - "Artist Ryder Ripps Makes the Internet His 

Classroom" - http://magazine.good.is/articles/artist-ryder-ripps-

makes-the-internet-his-classroom
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